UFP CIVILIAN SCOUT/PROSPECTOR
surveyor; commissioned: 2258

HULL DATA
structure: 15
size/decks: 3/2
L/B/H: 90/25/20
complement: 1 pilot + 4 passengers

TACTICAL DATA
deflector shield: PFF-2 (A)
protection/threshold: 12/2

PROPULSION DATA
impulse system: SBD (.6c) (B)
warp system: PB 1 mod 1 (2/4/5) (B)

OPERATIONAL DATA
atmosphere capable: yes
cargo units: 30
life support: Class 2R (CC)
operations system: Class 2 (C)
sensor system: Class 2a (+2/+1/0/0/0) (BB)
tractor beam: 1 aft
transporters: 1 standard (2-man)

MISCELLANEOUS DATA
maneuver modifiers: +0 C, +1 H, +0 T
traits: Enhanced System (Sensors), Nimble